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Led lamp system

The invention relates to a led lamp system with a

led lamp, with at least one led and connected to the at

least one led connections for the supply of electricity to

the led.

Led lighting combines an exceptionally long life

(provided not too high voltage is applied) with a high

output. That is why many lighting armatures are being fit

ted with leds. In relation to existing lighting leds have

completely different properties with respect to certain

issues. The led is small and although the heat emission is

less than that of usual lighting, certainly with higher

powers this heat, has to be dissipated properly not to let

the temperature of the led increase to too high values,

because of its small size. Further it is important that

the supply of energy to the leds is well controlled, both

polarity as voltage are important factors. With a wrong

polarity the led does not function at all and a too high

voltage and/or current reduce the life drastically.

In the armatures for led lighting that are cur-

rently available on the market, at a certain position in

the armature a transformer is being incorporated, that

transforms the voltage of the net to a low voltage supply,

if so desired with the required current that is fit for

the one or more leds that are placed elsewhere in the ar-

mature. In the destined positions in the armature the leds

are being built in, in a fixed way. This however has a

number of disadvantages. Leds are being manufactured in

different executions with respect to both power as colour

temperature. When a user has purchased a certain armature

and has installed this at a position of use, then it is

quite well possible that the amount of light does not live

up to the expectations. There can be too much light but

also less than was expected. It is also possible that the

kind of light does not comply with the expectations. The

light can be to white or possibly it has also too soft a

colour. However, because of the fact that the leds have



been built-in fixed in the armatures the leds can only be

replaced by a professional or the complete armature has to

be replaced. This is undesirable for a user. Further the

supplier of the armature must produce armatures with dif-

ferent leds and keep these in stock.

The German Gebrauchsmuster DE 299 15 140 Ul de¬

scribes a led lamp that can be screwed or introduced in a

fitting, wherein the lamp may or may not be provided with

electronic components for the energy supply of the led

lamp. Although a led lamp according to DE 299 15 140 ϋl is

both exchangeable and can be suitable for use in armatures

that have already been equipped with a transformer and

possibly also a rectifier, such a lamp can be improved

considerably.

Also led lamps are offered for replacement of ex

isting lighting, but with these the specific advantages

that leds have to offer, such as small dimensions, are not

being utilized. Also the life of these led lamps for re

placement of existing lighting is considerably lower than

with led lamps lighting that is specifically arranged for

the purpose.

The specific advantages for led lighting and no

tably an optimal life can be reached with a led lamp sys

tem according to claim 1 . An exchangeable led lamp with an

appropriate fitting is made available, that can be con¬

nected to a suitable electricity supply for the led lamp

such as a low voltage supply for direct current of the re

quired voltage or current, and because of the good heat

conduction away from the led, the led can be operated un-

der optimal conditions of amount of resulting light and

life.

Although the led in relation to other light

sources uses little power and the proportion of this power

that is transferred to heat is also small, the small sur-

face area of a led can quickly lead to high temperatures.

It is therefore a special advantage that the holder is

executed with good heat conductor properties for trans¬

porting the heat away from the led to the external surface



of the holder. Because the external surface of the holder

is much larger than that of the led, the same holds for

the cooling properties. Because of this the led can oper¬

ate at a lower operating temperature, which increases the

life drastically.

In a advantageous embodiment the holder is mainly-

thick walled, which has a positive effect on both the heat

capacity as the heat transport, and is preferably largely

of a material with good heat conductive properties such as

aluminium. Because aluminium is also a good conductor for

electricity, care has to be taken that there is a good

electrical insulation between the holder and the terminals

and conductors for the electricity supply of the led.

In a further advantageous embodiment of the led

lamp system according to the invention, in the recess in

the body of the holder electronic components are accommo¬

dated that are electrically connected to the electric wir¬

ing for the electricity supply of led(s). In case that

these electronic components comprise a dimmer circuit that

is connected to a temperature sensor, it is possible to

operate the lamp system with a maximum power and therefore

maximum resulting amount of light in relation to the di

mensions and cooling possibilities. When the temperature

exceeds a predetermined threshold value, then the dimmer

circuit is dimming the led so that the heat generated is

reduced. In addition to the temperature sensor and the

dimmer circuit, also a control circuitry is provided that

when the signal of the temperature sensor exceeds the

threshold value, it controls the dimmer. In case the elec-

tronic components comprise a circuit for changing the po¬

larity of a voltage, it is no longer necessary to make ar

rangements such that the supply voltage is provided with

the right polarity to the leds, because this circuitry

then corrects a possible wrong polarity in the voltage

supply.

In again a further advantageous embodiment of the

led lamp system according to the invention, the holder and

fitting, when they are mutually attached, comprise at



least for a part of their surfaces, conforming and mutu¬

ally contacting surfaces. This then promotes the heat

transport from the holder to the fitting, and when the

fitting is mainly comprising a material with good heat

conducting properties, the cooling of the leds is being

further facilitated.

The heat transfer of the holder to the fitting,

and thus the cooling of the leds, is further increased

when the heat expansion coefficient of the holder is lar-

ger than the heat expansion coefficient of the fitting.

Then the contact between the holder and fitting, and

therefore the heat transport between these, will increase

with increasing temperature.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

holder and the fitting are shaped and dimensioned in such

a way that the holder exclusively fits a fitting according

to the invention and that in the fitting exclusively a

holder according to the invention can be fitted. Because

of this it is impossible that in a fitting according to

the invention, that is arranged for receiving a led lamp

according to the invention, a lamp of an other kind is be¬

ing inserted. A lamp of an other kind could damage the

transformer, which supplies the electric power for the led

lamp. Also by such an embodiment of the holder it can be

prevented that the led lamp according to the invention is

being inserted in a fitting that is not arranged for a led

lamp, which in a very short time or even immediately could

damage the led lamp beyond repair.

In a preferred embodiment the fitting comprises a

fitting housing of a mainly cylindrical external shape,

wherein the diameter of the cylinder lies in the range be¬

tween 26-28 mm, or in the range from 38-40 mm or in the

range from 50-54 mm, wherein the fitting housing, at the

end that is facing away from the attachment position of

the holder, is provided with an opening with an internal

thread and MlOxI. These dimensions are near to usual di¬

mensions of fittings and for the installation of the led

lamp system according to the invention in armatures it is



of advantage when the external dimensions of the fittings

will comply with the standard dimensions in the lighting

industry. An opening with an internal thread MlOxI is also

very common in the lighting industry.

In a very advantageous embodiment of the inven¬

tion the fitting and holder are executed with a known sys¬

tem for the mutual attachment, such as an Edison thread,

wherein at the location of the Edison thread the external

diameter of the holder and the internal diameter of the

fitting deviate more than 1 mm from 14 mm as well as from

27 as well as from 40 mm. Because of this the fitting ac¬

cording to the invention will not be able to receive other

lamps with an Edison thread and neither a led lamp accord

ing to the invention will fit in another fitting than a

fitting according to the invention. Another favourable

possibility for mutual attachment of fitting and holder is

by means of a bayonet system, either of the type BA or of

the type GU. Both types are known in the lighting indus

try. An advantageous way to prevent that the fitting ac-

cording to the invention will not be able to accommodate

other lamps with a bayonet attachment of the type BA or GU

and neither a led lamp according to the invention will fit

in an other fitting than a fitting according to the inven¬

tion, is achieved when the cylinder wall of the holder and

the cylinder wall of the fitting have a diameter that de¬

viates at least 1 mm, however preferably at least 2 mm

from dimensions that are common in the lighting industry

for other lamps than lamps according to the invention. In

an other embodiment this is being achieved when the fit-

ting at an internal cylindrical surface, that is meant for

receiving the external cylindrical surface of the holder,

is provided with a protrusion and the external cylindrical

surface of the holder comprises a groove for receiving the

protrusion during attachment of the holder to the fitting,

or vice versa.

Versatility of use of the led lamp system accord¬

ing to the invention is further increased by providing the

holder at the side of the led with a thread for attaching



an end-piece that is at least partly transparent. This

transparent end-piece can for example be shaped as a light

bulb, a cube, a block, a tube, a sphere or like a candle

flame. With this the looks of different kinds of lamps can

be simulated in a led lamp system. Moreover by a suitable

choice of the colour of the end-piece, the colour of the

emitted light can be influenced.

The external appearance of a led light according

to the invention can be further embellished by providing

the holder with an ornament that is located in the light

beam emitted by the led, wherein the ornament for example

has the shape of a filament, a reflecting sphere, reflect

ing star or a reflecting cube.

The invention will now be further explained fol-

lowing a description of certain embodiments of the inven¬

tion, referring to the drawing in which:

fig. 1 shows an exploded view of an example of an

embodiment of an led lamp system according to the inven

tion;

fig. 2a shows a cross section of the lamp system

according to fig. 1 in assembled condition;

fig. 2b shows led lamp and fitting of the led

lamp system of fig. 2a above each other;

fig. 3 shows a side elevation view of the lamp

system according to fig. 2 ;

fig. 4 shows examples of embodiments of a led

lamp system according to the invention provided with an

end-piece;

fig. 5 shows examples of embodiments of a led

lamp system according to the invention provided with an

end-piece and an ornament;

fig. 6a, 6b and 6c show a exploded view in per¬

spective of the embodiment of a led lamp system according

to fig. 1 with an end-piece in a view from the front and

above, in a view from the front and below and in assembled

condition of the end-piece above fitting with lamp as

screwed on the fitting, respectively;

fig. 7 shows a detail of an embodiment of a



holder according to the invention; and

fig. 8 shows an example of a led lamp system ac¬

cording to the invention with an end-piece.

Fig. 1 shows an exploded view of an example of an

embodiment of a led lamp system according to the invention

and fig. 2a shows a cross section of the lamp system ac¬

cording to fig. 1 in assembled condition, with a led lamp,

that as a whole is indicated with 1 and a corresponding

fitting that is indicated with 2 . For clarity fig. 2b

shows led lamp 1 and fitting 2 in cross section above each

other. Led lamp 1 comprises led 3 , holder 4 and cap 5 . The

led lamp system according to the invention does not com

prise a transformer and needs thus to be supplied with a

supply of electricity that is prepared for direct connec-

tion with led 3 . Led 3 is retained by screwing cap 5 on

holder 4 . Led 5 comprises electrical connections 6 , that

are in conducting connection with contact legs 7 of holder

4. Holder 4 further comprises a thick walled aluminium

body 8 , with a cylindrical outer wall 9 , with a bevelled

underside 10.

Between the electrical connections 6 , the con¬

ducting connection and the contact legs 7 on the one hand

and the body 8 on the other hand, an electrical insulation

has been disposed that is not specifically indicated in

the drawing.

Another embodiment of a holder body 8 is being

displayed in fig. 7 . A thick walled cylindrical holder

body 8 is shown with at one end also a thick walled end-

surface 38 on which led 3 is being attached, led 3 is not

shown in fig. 7 . In an internal recess in holder body 8 a

circuit board 32 with electronic components can be accom¬

modated, of which the insulating edges 33 are fitting in

grooves that are disposed in the internal recess in holder

body 8 . Also visible in fig. 7 are insulated electrical

supply leads 35 to the board 32 and insulated electrical

supply leads 34 from the board 32 to led 3 . In end-face 38

openings 36 are provided for the passage of leads 34. From

practical experiments as well as from calculations with



thermal models it appears that for a holder body from alu¬

minium with a diameter and a length of approximately 18 mm

a wall-thickness of 2 mm provides sufficient heat dissipa¬

tion.

Led lamp 1 and fitting 2 can be connected to each

other by means of a GU bayonet connection. A GU bayonet

connection is a common connection in the lighting industry

between a lamp and a fitting. With such a fitting it is

very simple to replace a lamp and this can be done without

tooling by any consumer with few movements of a hand.

Fitting 2 comprises a fitting sleeve 21, connec¬

tion bushing 22 and fitting house 23. In fig. 1 the top

plate of bushing 22 is shown separately, disconnected from

bushing 22, so that also from above the electrical con-

tacts 24 are visible, which are meant to make contact with

the contact legs 7 of led lamp 1 . In the top plate of

bushing 22 also openings 25 are visible through which in a

usual way for a GU bayonet fitting contact legs 7 can be

entered and can be fixed by a slight rotation. Bushing 22

is clamped in its position by screwing sleeve 21 on fit¬

ting house 23. Fitting house 23 further comprises a pro

trusion 26, that fits in a groove in the side wall of

bushing 22, which groove is not displayed here.

During mounting of led lamp 1 and fitting 2 , led

lamp 1 is slid in sleeve 21 of fitting 2 , so that contact

legs 7 can enter through the wide part of openings 25, af

ter which by a small rotation of lamp 1 , contact legs 7

get in contact with contacts 24 and also become clamped in

the smaller part of openings 25. To this cylindrical outer

wall 9 and bevelled end 10 get in contact with the cylin¬

drical inner wall 28 and accompanying bevelled part 29 of

fitting sleeve 21. Through this contact not only the posi¬

tion of lamp 1 in relation to fitting 2 has kept station¬

ary in a stable way, but also via the thick walled alumin-

ium body 8 a good heat conduction is created from led 3 to

the external surface of sleeve 21, and via this also with

the external surface of the fitting house 23, so that the

heat can be dissipated via a large surface. Because of



this the temperature of led 3 in use is decreased consid¬

erably, which has a positive influence on the life of the

led.

Further it is visible in fig. 1 that on the inner

wall 28 of fitting sleeve 21 a protrusion 27 is formed and

in the outer wall 9 of holder 4 a groove 11 is formed.

Protrusion 27 and groove 11 are complementary in shape so

that during attachment of led lamp 1 in fitting 2 , protru¬

sion 27 is situated in groove 11. Through this led lamp 1

can only be attached in one way in fitting 2 and conse¬

quently contact legs 7 are contacting contacts 24 of the

fitting in a unique way. Through this the right polarity

of the electricity supply of led 3 can be assured. Also

protrusion 27 and groove 11 guarantee that led lamp 1 can-

not be attached in another fitting than a fitting accord¬

ing to the invention and also in a fitting according to

the invention no other lamp can be attached than a led

lamp according to the invention. This prevents costly mis¬

takes that can damage led lamp 1 or a transformer.

Finally fitting house 23 comprises at the bottom

side an opening 31 in which a thread MlOxI has been

formed, through which fitting 2 can be attached to an ar¬

mature in a simple and usual way.

In the example of an embodiment of a led lamp

system according to the invention as described before, an

example has been shown with a GU bayonet coupling between

led lamp 1 and fitting 2 . It will be clear that in a simi¬

lar way a led lamp system can be executed with another

coupling between led lamp and fitting, such as an Edison

thread or a BA bayonet coupling.

When the described fitting 2 according to the in¬

vention has been mounted in an armature, it is for a user

possible to make a choice from a spread of different led

lamps 1 according to the invention in a very simple way

and in such a way the user can compose the desired light

ing with regards to clarity and colour and is in that way

not dependant of the choice of a supplier of the armature.

In fig. 1 and fig. 2 can also been seen that on



the outside 30 of the fitting sleeve 21 a thread has been

disposed. On this thread an end-piece 40 can screwed of

which in fig. 4 different embodiments have been shown.

End-piece 40 is for example from transparent glass or

frosted glass. Also end-pieces are possible that are com¬

pletely or partly transparent or reflecting. Through this

the possibility of the user to arrange the lighting to his

wishes is further increased. In fig. 8 a different embodi¬

ment is shown of an attachment of an end-piece 40. This

attachment uses a number of clamps 37 that are distributed

over a circumference and engage flexibly in the inside of

the end-piece 40.

By exchangeable led lamps according to the inven¬

tion it is attractive for a user when the spread of choice

from different led lamps 1 is further enlarged. This is

for instance possible by fitting out led lamps 1 with dif¬

ferent ornaments 50, of which examples have been shown in

fig. 5 . These ornaments 50 are located in the light beam

of led 3 , so that during use of led lamp 1 the ornament is

illuminated. Ornament 50 can have different shapes and is

preferably strongly reflective.

To provide a total impression of an example of an

embodiment of a led lamp system according to the inven

tion, fig. 6a shows an exploded view in perspective of the

embodiment of a led lamp system according to fig. 1 with

an end-piece in a view from the front and from above. Fig.

6b shows the image of fig. 6a in a view from the front and

from below, while in fig. 6c the assembled situation is

shown of both the end-piece above the fitting with lamp,

as the end-piece screwed on the fitting. Between end-piece

and fitting an elastic plastic ring is visible that has

not been discussed before, that fulfils the usual function

of relatively soft part at the junction of two hard and

thus vulnerable parts in their mutual contact.

Some embodiments have been described of the in¬

vention . This description only serves for clarification

and not for limitation of the invention as described in

the claims.



List of reference numbers

1 Led lamp

2 Fitting

3 Led

4 Holder

5 Cap

6 Electrical leads of led

7 Contact legs

8 Thickwalled heat conducted body of holder

9 Cylindrical outer wall of holder

10 Bevel of 4

11 Groove

12 Recess in 8

13 Electronic components

21 Fitting sleeve

22 Connection bushing

23 Fitting housing

24 Electrical contacts of 22

25 Openings of 22

26 Protrusion of 23

27 Protrusion of 21

28 Cylindrical inner wall of 21

29 Bevel of 21

30 Outside of 21 with thread

31 Opening in 23

32 Circuit board with electronic components

33 Insulated edges of 32

34 Insulated electrical leads

35 Insulated electrical leads

36 Openings in 38

37 Flexible clamps for 40

38 End-surface of 8

40 End-piece on 21

50 Ornament



CLAIMS

1 . Led lamp system with a led lamp (1) and a fit¬

ting (2), wherein:

the led lamp (1) comprises at least one led (3)

with connected to the at least one led leads (6) for elec-

tricity supply to the led (3), and a holder (4) with elec¬

trical terminals (7), wherein the at least one led (3) is

connected to the holder (4) and the leads (6) that are

connected to the at least one led (3) , are connected to

the electrical terminals (7) of the holder (4) I an elec-

trically conducting way,

the fitting (2) and holder (4) are detachably be

attached to each other,

the fitting (2) is equipped with electrical con¬

nections {24} for receiving electricity supply that is

suitable for the led (3), and that cooperate in attached

condition with terminals (7) at holder (4), characterized

in that he holder (2) is arranged for heat conduction and

arranged for transport of heat from led (3) to an external

surface (9) of the holder (4).

2 . Led lamp system according to claim 1 , charac¬

terized in that the holder (4} comprises a essentially

thick-walled cylindrical body (8) with a thick-walled end-

surface from a material with good heat conducting proper¬

ties and comprises at least one recess {12} for the elec-

trical leads (6) , wherein the led (3) is mounted at the

end-surface of the cylindrical body (8) .

3 . Led lamp system according to claim 2 , charac¬

terized in that in the recess (12) electrical components

(13) are accommodated, that are connected with the elec-

trical leads (6) .

4 . Led lamp system according to claim 3 charac¬

terized in that the electrical components (13) comprise a

dimmer circuit that is connected to a temperature sensor.

5 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims

3 and 4 , characterized in that the electrical components

(13) comprise a circuit for switching the polarity of a



voltage .
6 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims

1 to 5 , characterized in that the holder (4) and fitting

(2) at least for a part of their surfaces comprise mainly

conforming surfaces and that the fitting (2) mainly is

made of a material with good heat conducting properties.

7 . Led lamp system according to claim 6 , charac¬

terized in that the thermal expansion coefficient of the

holder (4) is larger than the thermal extension coeffi-

cient of the fitting (2) .

8 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims

1 to 7 , characterized in that the holder (4) and the fit

ting (2) are shaped and dimensioned such that the holder

(4) exclusively fits in a fitting (2) according to the in-

vention and that in fitting (2) exclusively a holder (4)

according to the invention can be fitted.

9 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims

1 to 8 , characterized in that the fitting (2) comprises a

fitting housing (23) with a mainly cylindrical external

shape, wherein the diameter of the cylinder is in the

range from 26-28 mm, or in the range from 38-40 mm or in

the range from 50-54 mm.

10. Led lamp system according to one of the

claims 1 to 9 , characterized in that the fitting housing

(23) at the end facing away from the attachment location

of the holder {4} comprises an opening (31) with an inter

nal thread MlOxI.

11. Led lamp system according to one of the

claims 1-10, characterized in that the mutual attachment

of holder (4) and fitting (2) is by means of Edison

thread.

12. Led lamp system according to claim 11, char¬

acterized in that at the location of the Edison thread the

external diameter of the holder (4) and the internal di-

ameter of the fitting (2) differ more than 1 mm from 14 mm

as well as from 27 mm as well as from 40 mm.

13. Led lamp system according to one of the

claims 1 to 10, characterized in that the mutual attach-



ment of holder (4) and fitting (2) takes place by means of

a bayonet system from the type chosen from the group con¬

sisting of type BA and type GU.

14. Led lamp system according to claim 13, char-

acterized in that the cylinder wall (9) from holder (4)

and the cylinder wall (28) from the fitting (2) have a di¬

ameter that deviates at least 1 mm, however preferably at

least 2 mm from the dimensions that are standard in the

lighting industry for lamps other than lamps (1) according

to the invention.

15. Led lamp system according to claim 13, char¬

acterized in that one from an internal cylindrical surface

(28) of the fitting (2) and an external cylindrical sur

face (9) of the holder (4) comprises a protrusion (27)

and the other of the internal cylindrical surface

(28) of the fitting (2) and the external cylindrical sur¬

face of the holder (4) comprises a groove (11), in which

the protrusion (27) is received at attachment of the

holder (4) to the fitting (2).

16. Led lamp system according to one of the

claims 1 to 15, characterized in that the fitting (2) at

the side of the led (3) comprises a thread (30) for at¬

taching an end-piece (40) that is at least partly trans¬

parent.

17. Led lamp system according to one of the

claims 1 to 15, characterized in that the fitting (2) at

the side of the led (3) comprises flexible clamps (37)

spread over a circumference for attachment of a end-piece

(40) that is at least partly transparent.

18. Led lamp system according to claim 16 or 17,

characterized in that the end-piece (40) has a shape that

is chosen from the group comprising: a light bulb, a cube,

a block, a tube, a sphere or a candle flame.

19. Led lamp system according to one of the

claims 1 to 18, characterized in that the led lamp (1)

comprises an ornament (50) that is located in a beam that

is emitted by the led (3) .

20. Led lamp system according to claim 19, char-



acterized in that the ornament (50) has a shape that is

chosen from the group consisting of: a filament, a re¬

flecting sphere, a reflecting star and a reflecting cube.

21. Led lamp (1) according to one of the claims 1

to 20.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 28 October 2010 (28.10.2010)

1 . Led lamp system with a led lamp (1) and fitting

(2) , wherein:

the led lamp (1) comprises at least one led (3) with

connected to the at least one led leads (6) for electricity

supply to the led (3), and a holder (4) with electrical

terminals (7) wherein the at least one led (3) is connected

to the holder (4) and the leads (6) that are connected to the

at least one led (3 ) are connected to the electrical

terminals (7) of the holder (4) I an electrically conducting

way,

the fitting (2) and holder (4) are detachably be

attached to each other,

the fitting (2) is equipped with electrical

connections (24) for receiving electricity supply that is

suitable for the led (3), and that cooperate in attached

condition with terminals (7) at holder (4) , characterized in

that he holder (4) comprises means for heat conduction and for

transport of heat from led (3) to an external surface (9) of

the holder (4) .

2 , Led lamp system according to claim 1 ,

characterized in that the means for heat conduction and

transport of heat are formed by the holder (4) comprising a

essentially thick-walled cylindrical body (8) with a thick-

walled end-surface from a material with good heat conducting

properties and comprises at least one recess (12) for the

electrical leads (6) , wherein the led (3) is mounted at the

end-surface of the cylindrical body (8) .

3 . Led lamp system according to claim 2 ,

characterized in that in the recess (12) electrical components

(13) are accommodated, that are connected with the electrical

leads (6) .

4 . Led lamp system according to claim 3

characterized in that the electrical components (13) comprise

a dimmer circuit that is connected to a temperature sensor.

5 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims 3

and 4 , characterized in that the electrical components (13)
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comprise a circuit for switching the polarity of a voltage.

6 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1

to 5 , characterized in that the holder (4) and fitting (2) at

least for a part of their surfaces comprise mainly conforming

surfaces and that the fitting (2) mainly is made of a material

with good heat conducting properties.

7 . Led lamp system according to claim 6 ,

characterized in that the thermal expansion coefficient of the

holder (4) is larger than the thermal extension coefficient of

the fitting (2) .

8 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1

to 7 , characterized in that the holder (4) and the fitting (2)

are shaped and dimensioned such that the holder (4)

exclusively fits in a fitting (2) according to the invention

and that in fitting (2) exclusively a holder (4) according to

the invention can be fitted.

9 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1

to 8 , characterized in that the fitting (2) comprises

fitting housing (23) with a mainly cylindrical external shape,

wherein the diameter of the cylinder is in the range from 26-

28 mm, or in the range from 38-40 mm or in the range from 50-

54 mm.

10. Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1

to 9 , characterized in that the fitting housing (23) at the

end facing away from the attachment location of the holder (4)

comprises an opening (31) with an internal thread MlOxI.

11. Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1-

10 characterized in that the mutual attachment of holder (4)

and fitting (2) is by means of Edison thread.

12. Led lamp system according to claim 11,

characterized in that at the location of the Edison thread the

external diameter of the holder (4) and the internal diameter

of the fitting (2) differ more than 1 mm from 14 mm as well as

from 27 mm as well as from 40 mm.

13. Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1

to 10, characterized in that the mutual attachment of holder

(4) and fitting (2) takes place by means of a bayonet system

from the type chosen from the group consisting of type BA and
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type GU .
14. Led lamp system according to claim 13,

characterized in that the cylinder wall (9) from holder (4)

and the cylinder wall (28) from the fitting (2) have a

diameter that deviates at least 1 mm, however preferably at

least 2 mm from the dimensions that are standard in the

lighting industry for lamps other than lamps (1) according to

the invention.

15. Led lamp system according to claim 13,

characterized in that one from an internal cylindrical surface

(28) of the fitting (2) and an external cylindrical surface

(9) of the holder (4) comprises a protrusion (27)

and the other of the internal cylindrical surface

(28) of the fitting (2) and the external cylindrical surface

of the holder (4) comprises a groove (H) / in which the

protrusion (27) is received at attachment of the holder (4) to

the fitting (2) .

16. Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1

to 15, characterized in that the fitting (2) at the side of

the led (3) comprises a thread (30) for attaching an end-piece

(40) that is at least partly transparent.

17 . Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1

to 15, characterized in that the fitting (2) at the side of

the led (3) comprises flexible clamps (37) spread over a

circumference for attachment of a end-piece (40) that is at

least partly transparent .

18. Led lamp system according to claim 16 or 17,

characterized in that the end-piece (40) has a shape that is

chosen from the group comprising: a light bulb, a cube, a

block, a tube, a sphere or a candle flame.

19. Led lamp system according to one of the claims 1

to 18, characterized in that the led lamp (1) comprises an

ornament (50) that is located in a beam that is emitted by the

led (3) .

20. Led lamp system according to claim 19,

characterized in that the ornament (50) has a shape that is

chosen from the group consisting of: a filament, a reflecting

sphere, a reflecting star and a reflecting cube.
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21. Led lamp (1) according to one of the claims 1 to

20.
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